TO
DIRECTOR
FROM
Havana

ACTION: WH9 (WH issued Trypto Copy 1630 27 Sep 60)
INFO: COP, COP, ADOP/A, 5/6 2

PRITY DIR INFO HASH CITE HAVA 6327

REF HAVA 6282 (IN/16936)

1. [FIALLO] FAMILY WILL GO CARACAS AS ALTERNATE LOCATION. [FIALLO]
TO BE ACCOMPANIED ESCADRAY BY FERNANDO AYZO (SEE HKN 6683).
BINIARIS WILL ATTEMPT ESTABLISH COURIER BETWEEN SELF AND [FIALLO]
PRIOR [FIALLO] DEPARTURE.

2. PLEASE RESPOND REF.

FILED 2714202

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *REQUESTED HQS AUTHORIZE HASH PROVIDE 400 TO [FIALLO] FAMILY
ONCE LOCATED MIAMI.
**DISSEMINATION APPLICABLE TO JNNET CABLES.